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Your  Excellencies ,  Ladies  and  Genclemen,

I   wish   to   thank    Mr.    willian    Draper    I.11,     The

Administrator   of   the   UNI)P   for   the   honour   they   have

conferred   upon  me   by   inviting  me   Lo   deliver   the   1990

PAUI.   EIOFFHAN   IECTtJRE.

This  I.eccure  gives  ne  an  opport:unicy,   noc  only  to

honour  a  great  Statesman  and  Humanitarian;  buc  also,   to

pay   tribute   to   an   inscitu€ion   he   helped   found   and,
which  concinues  to  carry  on  his  rission  of  responding
to  the   challenges  of  developmenc  and  fighting  poverty

in  the  World.     over  the  last  four  decades,   the  United
Nations   Developmenc   Program   has   s€rived   to   join   the

developing   countries   in  a  par±Iiership  of  development.

It  has  provided  resources.    Through  its  vase  network  of

field  office§  around  the  world  it  has  come  in  direct
contact with poverty  and  Suffering  and,  in  the  process,

has  been  able   to  appreciate  the  full  magnitude  of  the
developmenc   problems   in   the   less   privileged  parcs   of

this  world.    Tine,   povercy  is  still  ranpanc  and  so  are
many  of  the  ills  that  confronted  the  greacer  part  of
nalikind   forty  years   ago.     But,   there   are   efforcs   in
evidence    to    end    these    ills    and    perhaps    no    other

institution  has  contributed  more  €o  tbese  efforts  than
the rep has.
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For   this,   I  would   like   €o   thank  the   Staff  of  UNDP   for

their  dedication  and  to  urge  them  t.o  continue  with  this

noble  mission.

ur.  Chaiman,

The   world   is   currencly  going   through   fundamental

changes    of   both   political   and   economic   nacure.      In

Europe,  the  perspective  of  these  changes  will  cuininate

into  a   single  European  market  in   1992.     There  are  some

important   changes   in  Apartheid   South  Africa.     Indeed,

changes   in  superpower  relations,   involving   the   United

States    and    the    Soviet    Union,    are   already   having   a

profound  inpact  on  global  politics.

u

®

The        recent        dramatic        trams formations        and

developments,   particularly   in  the   political,   economic

scientific  and  technological  fields,  have  brought.  abouc

profound    changes    in    the    internacional    system.      The
changes      in     the      Soviet     Union     brought.     about     by
"peres€roika"   and   "glasnost..   have  given  impetus  to

fundamental     changes     in     East-West     relations.       The

rapprochment.  between   the   United   Scales   and  the  Soviet

Union  has  changed  the  politics  of  the  balance  of  power

and   confrontation   between   the   two   super  powers.     The

two  are  gradually  entering  into  an  era  of  partnership

and  accolmodation  in  key  areas,  especially  security  and

the  future  of world politics.
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Of  course,  there  will  be  benefits  and  costs  to  the

rest  of  the  world  resulcing  from  this  new  International

political  clinate.      We   in   Africa   who   are   linked   to
Europe    by    a   myriad    of   agreemencs    and   legacies    are

concerned    about    the   inplications   of   the   New   Europe

Environnenc.      A   United   Germany,    being   a   divident   of

this  New  Environmenc,  will  certainly  have  impact  on  the

European   t.heatre   as   it  will  to  Africa.     We  welcome  it

and  the    opportunicies  it  pocentially  has  to  enter  into
a      meaningful      development      partnership      with      our

continent. .

Though   not   directly   arising   from   the   Evencs   in

Eastern  Europe  but  nonetheless   linked   to  the  evolving

International    System,    is    the    current    global    trend
towards    the    establishment    of    trading    and    economic

blocs.     In   recent  years   there  has   been  an  increasing

tendency  towards  the  establishment  of  larger,   stronger
and   more    cohesive    trading   and   economic    blocs.      The

examples  of  this  new  direction  include  the  1992  Single

European   Act;   the   trade   agreemenc  between   the   United

States   and  Canada,   which   is   expected   to  be   joined  by

Mexico,   to  establish  a  free  trade  area  for  the  region,
as  well  as  the  fomation  of  trading  blocs  in  South-East
Asia   and   the   Pacific   region.     The   formation   of   these

trading  economic  blocs  will  have   far-reaching  effects

for Africa  in  the  l990s.    Africa will  have  to  adjusc  €o
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these  changing  trading  patcerns;  and,being
the  weaJcesf  partner  in  these  trading  relationships,  it

will  not  be  an  easy  task.

Africa   enters   the   Tvent.y   Firsc   Century   with   an

awfully  fragile  scientific  and  technological  base  at  a
tine  when  the  rest.  of  the  world  is  making  astronomical

advances.     These  new  advances  are   bringing  about  a  new

indust.rial  revolution  whose  consequences  for  Africa  are

bound     to     be    enomous.       Advances     in     semiconductor

technology;    robotics    and   bio€echnology   and   other    so

called  new   frontier   technologies   are   transforming   the

world  economic  and  trading  systems.

u

®

Already,   advances   in  biotechnology   are   affeccing

the    demand      in    the    industrial    countries,    of    some

African    ran    materials.       These,     for    example,     have

af fected   the  demand   for  sisal  as   a  result  of   further

development     of     synthetic     fibres.       Similarly,     the

development.   of   synthetic   diamond   has   af fected   those

African   countries   which   produce    the   mineral.      These

development.s  constitute  in  a  very  real  sense,  the  kind

of  fomidable  challenges  which  Africa  must  face  in  the
|990s.

It   is    for   this   reason   that   African   Statesmen,
scholars,   workers,   politicians,   students,   the  Clergy,

and    civil     servants are     now    deeply     involved     in

L
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con€emplacing       the       future      o f         our        concinen€.

Newspapers,  magazines  and  different  aspects  of  the

news   media   have   joined   the   debate   on   the   future   of

Africa.      Indeed,   at   no     tine   since   independence   some

t.hir€y   years   ago   has   the   African   continent   been   so

gripped   with   the   question   of   its   future.     ind   this
concern  is  not .liniced  to  Africans  alone;  Non-Africans

well-wishers   and   foes   alike   have   also   joined   in   the

debate -

This   debate   is   rooced   in   the   social,   political
and  economic  crises  €hac  are  presencly  obtaining  in  the

concinent.     The   severe   socio-economic   crisis   that  has

ravaged  the  continent   for  the   lasc  two  decades   or   so
is   forcing  people   to  re-examine   and,   increasingly,   to

question   the   stracegies   which   the  continent  has  been
pursuing.

Almost  everywhere  on  the  concinenc,   there  is  also

an   atcenpt   to   take   a   critical   look  on  how  political
business  is  conducted.    Africa  is  going  through  a  phase

of  political  debate  on  the  question  of  its  political
ful`ire   and   the   kind   of   changes   which   are   necessary

today.     The  major  questions   ares     Whac  kind  of  Africa

shall   we   have   by   the   turn   of   the   century   and,   Can

Africa have  a  ' 'willed"  future  in  this  increasingly
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interdependent    world?      That    kind    of    policies    and

strategies  should  be  adopted  to  bring  about  the  desired

developoment?     How  will  Africa   figure   in  the  emerging

New  World  Order  and  how  the  continent  can  cope  with  the

challenges  of  the  l990s  and  beyond.

ur.  Chaiman,

Today,     virtually    all    African    Governmencs     are

almosc    entirely    preoccupied   with    crisis   management.

During   the   early   1960s,   when   the   majority   of   African

Staces    were    gaining    independence,     there    was    great

optimism    that  the  continent  could  ef fectively  mobilise

its  vast  resources  to  meet  the  needs  of  its  people  and

organize  their  political  systems  so  as  to  be  meaningful

players   on   the  world  political   scene.     This   hope  was
further  bolstered  by  the  fact  that  Africa  conscituted
about  one-third  of  the  world`s  total  nuufoer  o£  States.

However,  by  the  mid-1980s   ,   this  optimism  had  given  way

to     dlisillusiounent     as    Africa     became     increasingly

marginalized  in  global  politics  as  a  result  of  tumbling

economic  fortunes.

Africa   was    ravaged   by   a

engulfed   the   entire   continent
from   South   to   North,    leaving

famine,    starvation   and   death.
declines  in  economic  perfomance

serious   drought   which

from   East   to   West   and

in   its   wake   scenes   of

This    compounded    the

u
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resulcing   from   a   host   of   factors   not   least   from  the

hostile  international  economic  envirorment,  collapse  of

prices    of   African    comodities,    worsening    tens    of
trade,    and   the   escalating   and   debilitating   external
debt  burden.

African   countries   have   attempted   to   respond   to

this   crisis.     In   1980,   the  Assembly  of  Heads  of  State

and   Goverrment   of   the   Organizacion   of   African   Unity

adopted   the   Lagos   Plan'of   Action    (LPA}    and   the   Final

Act   of   Lagos    (FAI-).     In  July   1985,   following   a   review

of   the   inplementaLion  of   the  I.agos  Plan,   the  Asselholy

adopted   the   Africa's   Priority   Progralrme   for   Economic

Recovery,     1986-90      (APPER).        In     1987,     the     Assembly

adopted   African   Comon   Position   on   Africa's   External

Debt  Crisis.

Despit.e   these   efforts,   Africa   has   remained   the

poorest  and  the  Least  developed  continent  in  the  World.
Among   the   41   Least   Developed   Councries   in   the   World,

Africa  has  the  largest  membership.     The  number  has  been

growing:     it.  was  14  in  1979,   18  in  1981,   21  in  1985  and

28     in     1990.     Food     importacion     has    escalated    and

concinues   to   do   so.     Industrial   capacity  goes   under-

u€ilized.      Unemployment   has   become   rampant;    and   per

capital  incomes  have  steadily  declined.     These  are  the

realities    of    the    African    situation     today.       The
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quesLions  Co  be  asked  are   :       What  is  wrong  and  what

couldbe    done    and   Why    is    it   that   despite   Africa's

efforcs  and  past  developmenc  assistance  it  has  not  been

possible  yet  to  deal  decisively  with  Africa.s  problems
of  underdevelopment?

I    am    fully    aware    of    the    complexity    of    this

subjecc.      But   perhaps   tine  has   cone   to   ask  ourselves

such   quescions.      And   which   I]eccer   occasion   than   this

one   where   we   are  honouring  Paul  Hof fman  who   sought  to

build     ''a    world    of    decency,     abundance    and    equal

opportunity."   Indeed,   he   feared  that,   '.the  contrast
between  riches  and  poverty  on  our  planet  is  one  of  the

tragedies  of  this  century."    IC  is  in  addressing  these

questions   that  Africa,   together   wich   her   developmenc

partners,   can  meaningfully  tackle   the  problems  of  the
continen€' s  future.

Mr.  Chaiman,

A  critical  re-examinacion  of  the  fundamencal  root

causes  of  Africa' s  underdevelopmenc  and  the  continuing

socio-economic     crisis     must     be     based     on     a     keen

understanding  of  the  factors which militate  againsc  our
efforts.    Distortions    in  the  economic  structures  which
Africa   inherited   from   its   colonial   pas.I,     the   ever-

u
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falling  cormodity  prices,  t.he  declining  tens  of  trade,

an   increasing   heavy   debt   and   debt   servicing   burden,

high      incerest      races,      volatile      exchange      races,

pro€ec tionism      againsc      the      litcle      that      Africa
manufaccures  for  exports,  are  all  factors  which must  be

tackled  if  we  are  Co  comprehensively  deal  with  Africa's

problems.    There  must  be,  in  tandem  with  this  effort,
an    increased    awareness    of    the     interdependence    of

nations   and   the   likely   adverse   consequences   for   the

entire  world  comunity  if  Africa  is  lefc  Co    continue
to  slide  into  even  greater  povert.y.

ur.  Chaiman,

Perhaps  the  mosc  important  challenge  which  Africa

has   set   for   itself,    is   the   achievemenc   of   economic

self-reliance   and   self-sustaining   development.     These
are   the  main  objeccives  of  the  Lagos   Plan  of  Action.

The     acbievement     of     these     objectives     entails     a

fundamental   structural   transformat.ion   of   the   African
economies    which    are    presently    dependent    on    factor

inpucs     from     foreign     countries.        This     state     of

dependency  poses  serious  handicaps  €o  African  countries

in     areas     such     as     cost     scructures,      production
efficiency,   identification  and  exploitation  of  natural
resources   and  the  development  of  domest.ic   technology.

Most   capital  goods   used   in  production   in  Africa   are
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acquired   fron   abroad;    but,   these   are   not   generally

consisLenc    with    the     faccor    endowments     of    African

countries .

^`-i:

®

In   the   external   trade   sector,   the   dependence   of

the  African  economies  are  no  less  glaring.    The  African

exports      consist     of     a     small     number     of     primary

agricult.ural   and   mineral   comodities.     Earnings   from

the  export  of  these  comodities   have  often  fluctuated
drastically      because      of      price       inscability      in
international markets.    In  the  last  decade,  the  prices
of  African  comodities  have  continued  to  drop  sharply.
In    1989,    the   prices   vere    about   half   of   what   they

generally  were  in  1980.    The  collapsed  comodity  prices

portend    dismal    prospects    for    Africa's    development.
Because    of    the   dependence   o£   African    countries    on

cor[modi€y  exports,   fluctuations  in  this  sector  have  had

serious    repercussions   on    foreign    exchange   earnings,

governnenc     revenues      and     in     consequence,      serious
contractions   in   public   expenditures.      Tnis   has   come

about   a€   a   time   when   the   needs   of   people   have   never

been  greater.

The   diminishing   comodity   export   earnings   have

also  led  €o  a  serious  decline  in  inports.    In  addition

to  falling  export  earnings,  a  growing  numb-er  of African

u

u
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councries   have  adopced  stringent  scmc€ural  adjustment

programes  which  include  at  times  massive  devaluat.ion.
The    net    effect    being    significant    contraccions    in

imports,as  well.

A

The    poor   performance    in   the   exporc   and   imporc

seccors     has,      in     turn,      adversely     affected     the
manufaccuring     seccor     which     has     been     deprived     of

imported    ran   materials,    machinery,    spare    parts    and

high-level     technical     personnel.        Today,     essential

commodities  which  depend  on  foreign  inpucs  are  scarcely

supplied   in  Africa,   and  many  manufaccuring  plants  are

either  closed  or  function  at mininal  capacity.    Unless

external  support  is  forthcoming,  the  rehabilitation  and
revitalization   of   existing   manufacturing   encerprises
will  continue  to  face  serious  dif ficulcies  in  the  years
ahead.

It.  Chairman

Africa   is   a   continent   endowed  wich  vasc  natural
resources,   but   the   collapse   of  comodity  prices  both
agriqulcural   and  mineral  comodities  has  exercerbated
the   crisis   of   financial   and  economic  managemenc.     The

present   debt   crisis    is    linked    to    the    substantial
reduction    of,in    some    cases,up    to    50%    in    Africa's

foreign  exchange  earnings.
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The     present     dependence     of     the     con€inenc     on

colmodity  exports  prompted  t.he  UN  Secretary  General  to

establish     an    Export     Group     on    Africa's     Comodity

problems.      This    important    quescion    will    be    placed
before     the     current     45th     Session     of    the    General

Assembly.         The      Frazer      Reporc      is      being      widely

discribu€ed  by  the  UNCTAD  Secretariat.

At  the  end  of  August  this  year,   the  OAU  Permanent

Steering   Comittee   on   Economic   Matters   completed  work

on   formulating   comprehensive   proposals   in   a   African

Comon  Position  on  the  Frazer  Re Ort.

This    comon    position,    which    we    regard    a§    an

imporcant  contribution  €o  the   joint  debate,   the  joint
development    effort    between    us    and    our    development

partners,  will  be  distributed  €o  all  states  mehoers  of
the  UN.

I,e€   me,however,   emphasize   that   it   is   imperacive

for  Africa   to  diversify   its  comodity  production  and
trade.      But   the   process   of  vercical    and   horizontal
diversification       requires       substantial       financial
resources   which   are  beyond  the   capacity  of  Africa  to

generate  alone.

The   international   comunity,    in   particular   the
donor       countries ,       the       international       financial

u

u
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ins€it.ucions    and    funding   agencies   ought   to   help   in

providing  increased  financial  resources  on  concessional
terms  €o  support  diversification  in  Africa.
Investmenc    through     joint    vencures     in     support    of

national    and   multinational    diversificacion    projects
should   be   promoted,    as   well   as   domestic   and   foreign

direct   investmenc   through,   inter   alia   the   effective

positive  part.icipation  of  Transnacional  Corporations.

The    OAU    has    also    proposed    that    a    Comodi±ies

Diversificacion  Fund   for  Africa  be   escablished  in  the

African   Development   Bank   to    finance   diversification

programes    and   projeccs    in   Africa.      The    Secretary
General   of   the   United   Nations   is   being   requesced   to

promote  the  establishment  of  this  fund  and  to  mobilise
•  sufficient  resources  from  the  incernational  comunity,

including multi-lateral  institutions,  for  its  efficient
operation.

Africa's  colmodity  exporcs   scill   face  a  plethora
of   tariff   and   non-tariff   barriers,    internal   taxes,
variable      levies,      inporc      licensing      quotas      and
administrative   and  health  restriccions.   We   cannot  be
expected     €o     increase     our     agriculcural     and     non-

agricul€ural  exporcs  or  make  any  significant  progress

in  our   diversification  efforts   if   the   access   of  our

produces      to   the   markets   of   our   major   developrent
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partmers   in  Europe,   in  cherica  and  in  Asia  are  closed
to   us   through  a  maze   of  proteccionis€  measures.     The

outcome    of    the   ±Z±±LuguayLjg!±g   of   multilateral    Trade

Negotiations   and   its  .inpac€  on  Africa's  Agricultural,

natural-resourced-based  and  tropical  produccs  cannoc  be

predicted.

Africa.s    development    partners    can    assist    our
development  effort.s   chrough    the  inplementation  of  the

Standstill  A reemenc
®

®

in       respecc       of       African
Comodities  and  processed  products,   through  the  lifting
of  all  existing  tarif f  and  non-tarif f  re§±riccions  that
affect     the     comodity    exports     of    Africa's     Least
Developed    Countries and      through      maintaining      the

preferencial  arrangements  which  have  been  negotiated
wich  many  African  countries.

ur.  Chaiman,

Aparc  from  the  many  debilitating      effects  of  the
collapse  of  comodity  markets,   Africa  has  now  to  cope

with   a   rapidly   increasing   population.     At   above   3.0

percent   annually,   Africa   has   the   fastesc   population
growch   rate   in   the   world.     According   to   the   United
Nations,   the   population   grew   from  224  million  in  1950

to    555    million    in    1985.    By   mid-1989,    the    African

population  was  estimated  at  628  million.     If  the  trend
continues,   the  population  will  reach  an  estimacea  888

u

u
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million  by  the  year  2000.    This  will  represent  an

annual   growch  rate   of   3.6   percent   during   the   next   10

years.      This    rapid    Population   growth    poses    serious
socio-economic    problems    especially    on    the    need    to

produce   enough   food   for  an  estimated  additional  15  to
20  million  people   annually,   at  a   tine  when  Africa   is

scruggling  Lo  feed  itself .

In  addition  to  the  provision  of  food  to  a  rapidly

growing  population,   Africa  also  faces  the  challenge  of
how   to   create   200   million   additional   jobs     about   10

million  annually,   between  1990  and  the  year  2000;  when

presencly,   millions   of   able  people   are  unemployed  and
millions     more    underemployed.       Education    and    other

demands     including     the     provision     of     primary     and

secondary  education  to  about  137  million  and  70  million

young   people,   respectively,   by   the  year  2000,   have  to
be  met-

Sinilarly,   urban   services   such   as   clean   wacer,
sewerage,   transporcation,     housing  and  health,   to  the
ever-swelling   urban   population   have   to   be   provided.

These   problems    leave   Africa   with   no   option   but   to

p`irsue    population    policies    which    ensure    a    balance
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between        population        growth        and        soc io-economic

developren€.       Indeed,     the    need     to     integrate     the

population   variable    in   the    fomulation   of   national
development.   policies    and   programes    has    never    been

greater.

Mr.   Chaiman,

(`?3.

®

Solution  to  all  these  will,   of  course,  depend  in

large   measure   on    the    ability   of   Africa   to   achieve

recovery  and  accelerate  the  pace  of  development  in  the

nexc  decade.    I  believe  that  the  attainment  of  recovery
and   accelerated   development   will   depend   on   both   the

domestic       policie s       and      a       supportive      external

environment .

The     improvement.     in     the     external     environment

conducive    to   the    acceleration   of    development   would

involve,    in   particular,   the   increased   net   inflow  of
resources,    the    improved   level   of   prices   fetched   by

comodities   exported   by  Africa   in  the  world  markets,

the    favoural)le    terns    of    trade,    and    t.he    increased
access,  which  African  countries  should  have,to  markets

in  the  industrialized  countries.

u

u
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Mr.   Chaiman,

Africa   faces   an  even  greater  crisis  arising  from

her   external   indebtedness.     Recently,   both   the   World

Bank  and  tJNCTAD  published  reporcs   indicating  that,   the

developing   world   together   have   been   forced   to   export

billions    of    dollars    to    tbe    Industrialized    Market
Economies     of     the     North     and     to     the    Brecton    Wood

Inscitu€ions  as  well.

Today,   Africa's  external  debt  stock  is  escinated
in   excess   of   $260   billion   dollars   and   rising.     This

represents     the     staggering     328.4     percent     of     the

continen€'s  total       -.      Gross  Domestic  Product.

The   ever-increasing   interest   rates   have   added   even
more  grieviously  to  that  burden.

I    note    that    there    has    been    ef forts    andl    various
initiatives  aimed  at  alleviating  the  OI)A  debt  burden  on  the
Developing  countries.     The   initiatives   of  the  Group  of  77,

the    Toronto  Plan,  both  the  Baker  and  Brady  Plans  all  aim  a.

containing,   in  the   short   run,   the  mosc  adverse   effeccs   of

the   debt.      They   do   not,   however,    incorporate   long   ten

measures.     The   more   forthcoming   initiatives   have   included
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the    decision    of    various     countries,     notably,     the
Scandivians,    the    United    Staces,    Canada,    France    and
others    to    write-of f    ODA    deb€s    owed    by    the    Least
Developed    Countries    most   of    them   African.      We   were
encouraged  by  the  position  taken  by  President  Hiccerand
ac   the   LDCs   Conference   in   Paris   last  month.     We   have
also    noced   the    most    recent    British    initiative    to
alleviace  the  debt  burden  of  the  poorest most  indebted
count.ries.    It  is  a  positive  development.  and  if  adopted
by  the  Paris  Club  Countries,   and  as  es€inaced,  as  much
as   Sl8   billion  would  be  written-off  the  debt  stock  of
the  poorest  -  again most  of  them  African.

We     have     also     noted,     with    appreciation,     the
scat.emenL  made   by   His   IIighness   the   Amir   of   Kuwait   on
the  cancellation  of  the  interest  on  loans  extended  by
Kuwaic   to   poor   countries   and   Kuwait`s   disposition   €o
review  the  principal  loans.

ur.  Chai-n,

These   are   holding   measures   which   by   themselves
cannot  bring  about  growth  to  African  economies.    These
have  to  be  part.  of  a  larger  plan  to  ensure  that African
and   other   poor   countries   do   not   relapse   into   severe
indebtedness.     This  plan  should  aim  at  addressing  the
imbalances  and  inequities  in  the  International  Economic
System    which     forced     them     into     the    condition    of
indebtednes s .

Ib  is  a  plan  which  must  be  based  on  the  elements
embodied   in   the   African   comon   position   on   Africa's
external   Debt   Crisis   adopted   by   the   OAU   Assembly   of
Heads  of  State  and  Government  in  1987.

u

u
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Of  course,   I  am  keenly  aware  that  the  role  of

domestic   policies   in   promoting   development   cannot   be

over-emphasized.     They   are   crucial,    if   not   critical.

Indeed,   African   countries   have   the   responsibility   of

developing    their    countries    by    taking    measures    to

mobilize  their  resources,   to  allocate  and  utilize  them

efficiently.      It   would   not   be   fair   indeed   if   these
councries  were  to  ask  the  outside  world  to  support  them

in  their  development  efforts,  if  these  efforts  mere  not
in  evidence   in  their  ohm  countries.     In  this  context,

it  is  worth  noting  that  African  Leaders  have  sought  €o

sec   their  own  economies   on  secure   footing  by  adopting

scruccural      adjustment    measures.       So    far,     over    30

African   countries   have   adopted   scruc±ural   adjustment

programes  in  one  form  or  another.     These  measures  have
been   taJ[en   at  enomous   social   and   economic   costs   and

great  political  risks.

According  to  the  World  Bank  Debt  Tables   (1989-

1990),    a   tot.al   of   64   countries   signed   agreements   for

debt    rescheduling    with    the    I.ondon    and    Paris    Clubs

between   1980   and  1989.     Of  these,   31  were  from  Africa.

many     African     countries     have     signed     rescheduling

agreements   between   7   and   14   times   during   the   period

between  the  same  period.
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Mr.   Chairman,

e

®

Of   equal  concern   to  the  continent  is  the  issue  of

human   resource   development.      It   is   the  consensus  view

that   human   resource   development   is   fundamental  to  the

future   of  Africa.     IL  is  an  issue  involving  more  than

the      conventional      regard      to      education,       health,

mobilisation  of  women  and  youth  for  development.     It  is

directly     linked     to     need     of     harnessing     national

resources     and  applying  them  to  development.     The  most

important   area   of   human   resource   development   at   the

presenc   time   is   the   acquisition  of  modern  scientific
and  technological  knowledge  directed  to  bringing  about

development.

Indeed,   the  key  to  the  future  is  the  technological

know-how.       The     future    progress     and    prosperity    of

nations  will  increasingly  depend  less  on  their  national

resources   endorments   and   more   on   their   reservoirs  of

skilled  manpower.         The  future  development  will  depend

on   the   degree   to   which   those   nations   acquire   command

over    modern    scientific    and    technologicl    knowledge.

Africa    must    f ind    ways    and    means    of    meeting    this

challenge  in  the  l990s  and  beyond.       We    are    naturally

gravely  concerned  that  this  objective  is  now  severely
constrained  by    the    general    collapse    in    the    higher

education   system   which   is   irminent   on   the   continent.

u

u
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The  continent   is   threatened  with  collapse  as  a  result

of    underfunding    arising    from    the    economic    crisis

gripping   the   continent.     The   Universities,   Libraries,
Laboracories   have   become   delapidated   or   fallen   into

disrepair  due  to  drastic  contraction  in  public  funding.

Similarly,    lack   of   foreign   exchange   earnings
has   curtailed   scholarships   to   high   institutions   of
learning    in    the    countries    of    the    North.      Massive

devaluation  has  brought  down  salaries  of  professors  who

have  had  in  turn  to  emigrate  mostly  to  Europe  and  North

America   in   search   of   becter  pay.     This  multifacetced

nature  of  the  crisis  has  wrought  havoc  in  the  sphere  of

education  and  human  resource  development.

It    becomes    necessary    therefore    that    IIunan
resource  development  must  be  one  of  the  targected  areas

of  concentration  in  the  recovery  efforts  of  Africa  and

of  the  support  of  her  partners.    There  must  be  concious

efforts   to   ensure   resource   comitment  to  this   sector
including    the    revival    of    training    programs    within

Africa.      Equally,    funding   must   be   targected   to   the

rehabilitation      of      the      education      infrastructure

generally  -  from  the  primary  stage  upwards.
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Central  to  all  these  concerns  is  the  question
of    alleviating   poverty.      One    of    the   most    enduring

problems   in  the   continent   is   the   abjecc  poverty  of   a
large  number  of  African  people.     Despite  the  fact  that

Africa  is  one  of  the  most  richly  endoved  continent,   the

majority  of  its  people  are  poor.     The  whole  concinen£,

excepting   South   Africa,   has   a   GDP   lower   than   that   of

Italy   alone.     There  will   therefore  be  need  to  involve

people    into    the    productve    process    so    that    poverty
alleviation  is  not  just  a macter  of  transfer  but  also  a
contribution  to  the  production  of  wealth.

Mr.  Chai-n,

®

Africa  is  equally  preoccupied  with  the  degrradation

of   the   environment.      Our   concern   however,    in   no   way

detracts  from  our  view  that  the  developed  countries  are

most   responsible    for   the   currenc   degradation   of   our

environment  and   therefore  bear  prinary  responsibility

in  its   restoration.     I  am,   of  course,concerned  that  a§
the   numerous   developing   countries   proceed   along   the

sane    path   of   development   as   t.hat   of   the   presently

industrial  countries,   the  burdens  on  the  ecosphere,  in

the  world  eocological   system,   will  become   intolerable

and  endanger the  life  and  future  of  the  planec  earth.

u

u
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Aside   from  this   development   -   induced  damages  lo

the  envirorment,  povercy  itself  is  a  major  cause  of

environmental  degradation  in  Africa.     Unable  €o  afford

the  cost  of  various  kinds  of  energy  from  fossil  fuels

and  other  sources  most  people  have  resorted  to  cutting

trees     afld     forescs     to     meet     their    energy     needs.

Ignorance  and  lack  of  knowledge  on  betcer  land  use  and

conservacion    methods     has     led     to     over-grazing     of

marginal  lands,  and    to  desercificacion  and  salina€ion.

But  the  poor  have  to  survive.     In  order  to  reduce

the   impact  of  the  poor  on  the  environment,   it  will  be

necessary  to  integrate  the  factor  of  envirormen€  in  the

planning      of     National      I)evelopmen€      including     the
institution  of  be.ter  methods  of  land  husbandry.    This
course     of     action     requires     massive     increases     of

reso`irces    to   Africa    so    that    the    poor    can,    anong

fulfilling   other   needs,    have   access   to   alternative
sources  of  energy.

ur.  Chaiman,

`

In    the    final    analysis,    the    manifestations    of
Africa.s   economic  malaise   such   as  low  levels  of  gross

national         product ( GNP ) ,         poverty ,         envirormental

degradation,    technological   backirardness,   diseases   or
financial   imbalances   We   are   experiencingr   today;   all
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derive   from   the   fact   that   Africa   remains   hostage   to

the    severe    external    environment    that    has    not.    been

responsive  to  the  root  causes  of  the  Continent's  socio-

economic   deterioration.      It   is   these   rooc   causes   and

not   the   symptoms   of   the  underlying  problems  that  must

be  addressed  in  a  comprehensive   and  integrated  manner.

®

®

Likewise,    the    underlying    cause    of   Africa's

economic  crisis    cannot  be  vieved  within  the  contexc  of

macro     economic     policies    alone.       The    problems     are

embedded    in    the    economic    distorcions      of    Africa's

produccion  and  consumption  patterns  which  the  Continent
inherited   from   the   colonial   past.   Africa continues  to

produce   ran   materials  which   it   does   not   consume     and
imports    industrial,    chemical    and    technology-related

products  and  services  which  it  does  not  produce.

The  design  and  deepening  of  such  patterns  were

perpetrated   during   the   colonial   period.      Instead   of
putting    in   place   policies   which   are   meanc   for,    or
allocating    resources     to    encourage    the    horizontal
integration   aunong    the    economic    sectors    at    national

level     and     among     the     economies     of     neighbouring

countries,   the  colonial  powers  encouraged  the  setting-

up   of    vertically    integrated    econonie;    that   became
apendage     to,     and    heavily    dependant    on    the    rich

u

u
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Inetropolitan  North.     These  are   fundamental  distortions

which     cannot     be     solved     by     demand-£ocussed     macro

economic  policies  alone.     Solution  to  t.hese  scructural

problems    will    require   more   and   more   investments    in
those   areas   that  are  most  amenable   to  the  horizoncal

integration   of   sectors   at   national,   sub-regional   and
regional  levels .

The  question  of  investment.s   in  Africa  must  be

addressed   more   seriously.     Foreign  direct   investments

are     non-debt     creating.       The     majority     of     African

countries    have    put    in    place    a    climate    which    is

conducive   to   domestic   and   foreign   direct   investment.

We  want.   to  work  out  together  with  our  partners  in  the

North,     as    well    as    the    private    sector,     in    a    new

development  partnership  that  is  mutually  beneficial.

The  vulnerability  of  African  eocnomies  in  the
l990s  will  continue  to  be  compounded  by  the  persistent

fall  of  comodity  prices  and  the  deterioration  of  the
terms   of   trade.     It  does   not   suffice   to  urge  African

farmers  to  work  harder  and  produce  more.     Indeed,   those

less   charitable   abouc   Africa   have   continually   said,
"oh,    if   only   Africans   worked   harder   and   if   they

produced    more,     their    economic    problems    would    have
ended."     This   is   a  simplistic  view.     Today,  Africans
work   harder   than   they   did   ten   years   ago   and   indeed

produce   more,    but   earn   less   and   less.-     This   is   the
reality    of   the   market   place    today.      Therefore,    no
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matter    how    much    more    cotcon,     cocoa    or    coffee    is

produced    during    the    l990s,     unless    Africa    can    get
renumeraLive  prices  for  the  raw  materials,   the  kind  of

new  development  partnership   I   am   talking  about  cannot

be  realised.

in.  Chairman,

Africa  sees  part  of  the  solucion  to  her  problems

as    laying   in   economic   integration.      The   FINAL   ACT   OF

LAcoS  adopted  by  the  Third  EXLraordinary  Session  of  the

OAU  Sumit  in  Lagos  in  April   |98o   specifically  called

for  the  establishment  of  an  African  Economic  Col[imunity

through  a  Treacy  to  be  drafted  by  a  Ministerial  level

committee.     The   Act  was   to   be   implemented   in   stages,

and   the   specific   activicies   were   laid   dorin   for   the
l980s  and  l990s  up  to  the  year  2000.

u

® The   OAU    has  been  working  hard  on

the   escablishment   of   the   African   Economic   Coliununity.

The   OAU   Pemanent   Steering   Committee,    embracing    the

entire  OAU membership,  has  prepared  a  preliminary  draft

of  a  Treaty  establishing  an African  Economic  Colnmunicy.

This  dradt will  be  presented  to  the  next  meeting  of  the

Heads   of   State  and  Government  of  the  OAU  in  rune  next

year  in Abuja  -  Nigeria  for  their  signature.

u
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The  importance  of  African  integration

for    Africa's    economic    developnenc    cannot    be    over-

emphasized.     It   is   a  means   of  promocing  inter-African

trade,    investment,    research  and   development.     Indeed,

recenc  developments  in  the  world,  parcicularly  t.hose  in

Europe  and  North  America,   make  it  imperative  for  us  to

take     measures     for     economic     integration.       Efforts

towards   integrating  the  African  econonomy  must  be  seen

in   the   context   of   building   credible   defence   against
further  economic  degeneration.     I  believe  that  economic

integration  in  Africa  has  the  potential  of  opening  the
way    for    establishing    new    and    mutually    beneficial

political    and    economic    relationships    within   Africa
itself.     Here,   I  would  like  to  thank  the  International
Comunity   and   the   Specialized  Agencies  of   the  United

Nations,   in  particular   the   UNI)P,   for  t.he  supporc  they

have   excended   in   this   area.     I   hope   that   more   such

support  will  be   forthcoming  especially,   financial  and

technical     assistance     to    national    and    concinental

projects     in     such     key     sectors     as    human    resource
developmenc  and  utilization  and  in€ra-African  trade.

ur.  Chaiman,

Of    course,    the   prospects    of   the   continent   to

emerge    from    the    currenc    dif ficulties    will    depend

largely   on   its   ability   in   the   l990s.  to   create   an
enabling    political    environment    which    promotes    the
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participa€ion    of    the    people    in    the    processes    of

government  and  development  planning.     There   is  need  in
Africa     Lo     create     a     political     environment     which

guarantees  human  righcs  and  the  observance  of  the  rule
of     law.        Such     an     environment     would    ensure     high

standards  of  accountability  particularly  on  the  part  of
those     in     public     service.       There     is    now    general

realisation   that   political   freedom   is   a   catalyst   to
economic       deve lopment.         A       permitting       political

epvirolment     iberates    people's    creative   energies   and

spirit    of    enterprise.      Apart    from    the    pursuit    of

policical  freedom  as  an  ideal  and  an  inalienable  right
inherent.   in  constitutional  rule,such  freedom  underpins

any   long   ten  development   strategy.     It   is   for   this
reason    that    the    issues    of    democratisation    and    of

popular   participation   in   the   political   and   economic

processes  mere  subject  of  serious  discussion  during  the
last    Session   of    the   OAU   Summit    in   .uly    1990.      The

African  Heads  of  State  and  Government  then  adopted  the

THE     DECIARATION     ON    THE     POLITICAI.    AND     SOCIO-ECONOMIC

slTUATION   IN   AFRlcA   AND   THE   FUNDAMENTAI,   cELENGEs   TjurlNG

PIACE      IN     THE     WORI.D.        In     that     Declaration,      they

recomitced   themselves   to  the   further  democra€isation
of  the  African  societies  and  to  consolidate  democratic

institutions    in    their    countries,     in    tandem    with
deploying  increased  efforts  in  Economic  Development.
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Hr.  Chaiman,

Africa   can   take   measures    aimed   at    facilitating

growth   and   economic   recovery.     We  can  also  take  other
collaceral   measures   in   the   political   field,   aimed  at
consolidating   that   process   of   recovery.     But,   Africa

needs    internacional    solidarity.      Indeed,    while    the
African    strategy    for    the    l990s   and   beyond   must   be

largely  inward-looking  in  order  to  build  Africa's  inner

strength   its   ability   €o   Succeed     and   make   impact   on

world     scene     will     also     depend     on     the     kind     of

relationship  she  maintains  with  the  rest  of  the  World,

in  particular  the  developing  world.
There   is   now,   more  t.ham  ever  before,   the  need  to

re-examine  the  content  of  South-South  relations  with  a

view   to   giving  this  particular  fom  of  cooperation  a
new  vigour  and  orientation  in  the  light.  of  the  changes

takingr  place   in  the  world.    Within  the  context  of  the

South-South   cooperation,   Africa  must   take   Third  World

issues   seriously.      The   call   made   in   the   Souch-South

Comission   report   issued   by   its   Chairman,   Former

President   Nyere    for   South-South   solidarity   and
unity   of   action   could   not   have   come   at   anore
appropriate    time.

ur.  Chaiman,

I  believe  that  the  United  Nations  system  remains,
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by  and  large,  the  most  important  institution  With  which

Africa   can  work  to  advocate  and  promote  its  interests

ac  the  international  level.    For  this  reason,  Africa's
scra€egy  for  the  l990s  is  also  to  increase  its  supporc

for  the  ideals  of  the  United  Nations,  particularly  wich

regard  to  issues  of  concern  to  the  Developing  world.

Africa  must  continue  to  use  the  United  Nations
Syscem  as  a  fraLnework  for  intensifying  coordinacion  and

harmonization  of  Africa's comon   positions.   The   focus
of   Africa's   multilateral   diplomacy   and   internacional

negotiations    must    remain    within    the    IN    System.    We

intend   to   use  the   United  Nations   in  promoting   South-

South   cooperation   and  Norch-South  dialogue   in   support

of   the   African   strategy   for   the   l990s.     And   it   is

within    the   Nations    System    that   Africa    can   monitor

activities,      projects      and      programes,      With      the
assiscance   of   the   international  Comunity  and   ensure

better   coordination   for   the   achievement   of   Africa.s

comon  objectives.

ur.  Chairman,

There  is  no  doubt  that  Africa  has  encountered  and
continues    to   face   harsh   and   formidable   political,

u
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social  and  economic  difficulties.     These  are  development

problems.     But  developmenc  in  Africa  cannot  be  measured
by   stacistical   indicators   alone.      For,    behind   these

st.atistics         are         people         whose         initiatives ,
resourcefulness,       dignity      and      hope      cannnot      be

quantified.       The    overwhelming    majority    of    African

people  are  hardworking  people  who  have  a  desire  to  take
care   of   their   lives   and   to   improve   their   lot.     They
want   and   hope   to   make   better   their   state  of   living.

With  this  spirit,   the  African  development  problems  are

not   insumountable.      They   can   be   overcome.     With   the

creation  of  an  enabling  political  envirormen€,   proper

planning  and  foresight,   African  people  can  bring  about
economic     development     in     the     1990s     and     face     the

challenges  of  the  next  century  with  confidence.

To   do   this   sucessfully,   the  African  people   need

the    support   and   encouragement   of    the    international

coi["nity.       But   for   this   support   and   encouragement

to   be   more   effective,   it   has   not   only   to   take   into
account    the    legitimate    aspirations    of    the    African

people,   but  also  the  great  potential  and  talent  that
exisc   in   our   Continent.     Africa   expects   the   United
Nations   and  its   family  of  organizations  including  the

UNDP  Co  play  a  leadership  role  in  t.his  regard.


